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ATTENTION:
OBSERVE PRECAUTIONS FOR HANDLING ELECTROSTATIC DEVICES

Removal/Installation of Monitor Slim MAXX/MAXX Select
Monitor Removal
1. Turn off and unplug the game.
2. Unlock and remove the coin mech from the game.
3. Unlock and open the rear door.
4. Remove the 2 thumbnuts securing the hood, slide the hood back, and remove it.
5. Lift the spring-loaded pin and carefully slide the CPU shelf out from the game and into its
service position. See Figure 1.
6. Disconnect the monitor power connection (black and white wires running from the monitor
board to the right angle connector plugged into the power supply).
7. Disconnect the monitor signal cable from the motherboard.
8. Remove the two screws fastening the touchscreen controller (see Figure 1) to the game and
remove the controller. Then disconnect the touchscreen controller cable from the back of the
controller and disconnect the Molex connector (orange and gray wires) running from the
touchscreen controller cable to the main power harness.
9. Loosen the thumbnut securing the power supply mounting bracket to the monitor assembly.
10. Remove the 4 screws on top of the front bezel and the 2 screws (one on each side) fastening
the front bezel to the game, then separate the bezel from the monitor.
11. Remove the 3 nuts (one on each side, one on the bottom of the game along the edge opposite
the power switch) securing the monitor assembly to the game and remove the monitor from
the cabinet.

Monitor Installation
1. Place the new monitor in the cabinet and fasten it with the 3 nuts.
2. Replace the front bezel, then replace the 4 screws on top of the bezel and the 2 screws (one on
each side) fastening the bezel to the game.
3. Fasten the power supply mounting bracket to the monitor with the thumbnut.
4. Connect the touchscreen controller cable in the back of the controller, then fasten the controller to the game with the existing hardware (see Figure 1). Also connect the Molex connector
(orange and gray wires) to the main power harness.
5. Reconnect the monitor signal cable to the motherboard.
6. Reconnect the monitor power connector.
7. Slide the CPU shelf back into the game until the spring-loaded pin clicks in place.
8. Slide the hood back onto the game and secure it with the two thumbnuts.
9. Replace and lock the coin mech.
10. Close and lock the rear door.
11. Plug in and turn on the game.
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FIGURE 1 - SLIM MAXX/MAXX SELECT - CPU SECTION
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